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THE DESIGN OF PRESSURE VESSELS FOR EXTREME PRESSURES

by

Wayne S. Brown and S. S. Kistler

INTRODUCTION

The problem of supporting extreme pressures in some kind of

vessel is made difficult by the fact that materials with which the vessels

might be constructed have very limited tensile strengths. This means

that thick sections under tension must be used. A further, and in some

ways greater limitation on supporting extreme pressures inside of vessels

arises from the fact that materials with high tensile strengths when sub-

jected to stresses tend to flow. Those materials that are highly resis-

tent to flow under stress in general have very low tensile strengths.

The problem of research under extreme pressures is complicated

by the fact that it is also necessary to have available temperatures to at

least 1000°C, and preferably to twice this figure. The high tensile ma-

terials, viz., the metals, universally lose strength with rising tempera-

ture. The materials that resist high temperatures successfully are uni-

versally weak in tension. A factor of much importance is the fact that

when high temperatures are to be attained inside of metal vessels the

heat conductivity is so large that excessive development of heat within

the vessel is required or else some form of heat insulation must be used.

The heat insulating materials are almost universally weak inboth tension

and compression and are unsuitable for the construction of strong vessels

in which high pressures may be contained.
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Such considerations lead naturally to the design of composite ves-

sels in which the outer shell is constructed of strong metals and the inner

cavity is separated from the outer shell by heat and electrical insulating

materials which though showing little strength in conventional tests can

support high compressive loads when properly confined.

Any solid, liquid or gas if confined, can support any magnitude of

pressure which might be applied to it, though its compressibility may be

high and its usefulness for the construction of a pressure vessel may be

negligible. In the case of a liquid or gas, we know that the distribution of

an applied stress will be hydrostatic. In other words, the inter-position

of a liquid or gas between an inner container for high pressures and an

outer tensile shell will deliver the unit stress from the inner vessel to

the outer one without loss. Such an arrangement is not uncommon in high

pressure research, and as long as the outer vessel can support the out-

ward thrust from the fluid the inner vessel will not be under a tensile

stress and can contain without leakage any materials to be studied. By

arranging to have hydrostatic pressure outside the inner vessel equal to

the pressure within it, brittle and weak inner vessels, eg., made of glass,

are found useful.

The disadvantage of such an arrangement is that the outer vessel

must sustain the full unit pressure used in the inner one and for this rea-

son pressures are linited usually to about 30, 000 atmospheres.
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Advantage has been taken of the fact that many materials gain

greatly in strength when subjected to any large hydrostatic pressure. A

small pressure vessel of cemented tungsten carbide, when immerged in

a liquid at a pressure of around 30, 000 atmospheres, becomes so strong

that it can support internally a pressure of perhaps 100, 000 atmospheres.

Very little is known of the distribution of stresses through a weak

solid or through a granular material when confined and subjected to un-

symmetrical stresses. For example, if the fluid in the above vessel

were replaced by a powder sufficiently compacted, will the pressure from

the inner vessel be transmitted to the outer one hydrostatically or will

the unit pressure on the inside of the outer vessel be less than that on

the outside of the inner vessel? It has sometimes been assumed that

weak solids under very high pressures will hydrostatically distribute the

pressure. We know of no good experimental verification except with duc-

tile metals like lead.

If the material between the inner vessel and the outer tensile shell

must be weak and incapable of supporting much tensile stress, the maxi-

mum effectiveness of this pressure transmitting material would be re-

alized if it could support the inner load as though it were composed of a

series of independent columns. Fig. 1 represents such a columnar support

for the vessel. In this case the outward thrust of the columns against the

outer shell will be exactly the same as the thrust from the inner vessel

to the columns, whereas if the stress transmitting medium had been a

fluid the outward thrust on the shell would be equal to the outward thrust
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Figure 1

by the inside vessel multiplied by the ratio of the outer radius of the stress

transmitting ring to its inner radius. Insofar as the intermediate ring can

transmit the stress in a columnar fashion, -it is effecient and may be of

any desired thickness for electrical and heat insulation.

Our first study was directed to an examination of granular and

weak monolithic intermediate rings to determine how stresses are trans-

mitted through them. It seems obvious that if a material can be found that

will distribute stress in a columnar manner it should be possible to design

a pressure vessel capable of support any pressure desired. The only

limit to the inner temperature would be the melting point of the inner

vessel and the loss of columnar behavior by the intermediate material

due to plastic flow,
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CONCLUSIONS FROM ELASTIC THEORY

Mathematical analysis of the distribution of stresses through a

solid body is in a very primitive state except for geometrically simple

objects showing no flow or creep, and in which stresses never exceed the

elastic limit. Unfortunately, when vessels are designed for extreme

pressures it becomes impractical to stay within elastic limits and there-

fore only qualitative conclusions can be drawn from mathematical analysis.

In spite of this limitation, a careful examination of predictions from

elasticity theory can give assistance to qualitative predictions of the

behavior of solids even when loaded beyond the elastic limits.

The Lame and Clapeyron equations derived from elasticity theory,

have been given numerous forms but may conveniently be represented by

the following three equations:
p i- n p (p - p P)n a 2

Ur- n 2  - 1 - (n' - 1)

p, -n2 p (P, " P o n 2 a 2
o= 2 -1 + (P2 (n 2 1) (2)

n p n2 pb 1 + m (p -p.) n2 a2P -i--~'inT-7r+E ii~ (3)
E n, _ -1- E rn -1)

where ar and at represent the radial and tangential stresses, respectively,

in a thick walled cylinder, a is the inner radius, p, and p0 the inner

and outer pressures, r is an optional radius, u is a radial deformation,

m is Poisson's ratio and E is the modulus of elasticity. The assumptions

made in these three equations are that elasticity is perfect, there is no

creep under stress, the modulus of elasticity remains constant regardless
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of the magnitude of the compressive or tensile stress and the Poisson's

ratio remains constant and independent of stress. Since these assumptions

are known to be incorrect, with the possible exception of the constancy

of Poisson's ratio, these equations can give only approximations. Never-

theless, they are instructive and assist one materially in design. Useful

variations of these equations are those given in Equations (4), (5), and (6)

where the outside pressure is zero. Here n is the ratio between the out-

side and inside radii and S is shearing stress. Table 1 shows how these

values change with the ratio of radii.

Smax n 2

(o,)max n + 1 (4)

r2 2 (5)
n2

(9t )mim = 2 (6)

(Ot) max n+ 1

Table 1
(at)min Smax

n (or )max (Or)max (ut )max

1.01 99.00 pi 0.99 0.505
1.11 9.55 " .90 .53
1.25 4.55 " .78 .65
1.43 2.92 " .66 .67
1.67 2.12 " .53 .74
2.0 1.66 " .40 .80
2.5 1.23 , .28 .86
3.33 1.20 " .16 .92
5.0 1.08 " .08 .96

10.0 1.02 " .02 .99
20.0 1.00 " .005 1.00
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To see how different portions of a thick-walled cylinder contribute

to the support of internal pressure, it is convenient to calculate the out-

ward thrust at any radius by means of Equation (7),

S 2 (n 2a 2 -r' )

To= 2p, 5  drP = 2 (n;' r1.) (7)

To illustrate the disproportionate effect of different parts of a

thick cylinder, Table II has been calculated for a cylinder whose outer

radius is ten times the inner radius.

Table 2

Radius Outward Thrust
r 2 P2
2 0.97
3 .61"
4 .42"
5 .30"
6 .22"
7 15"
8 .091"
9 .043"

It is seen from this table that the outer tenth of this thick cylinder is only

2% as effective as the inner tenth in supporting the pressure. This il-

lustrates the fact that an increase in outer diameter of a thick-walled

cylinder very quickly ceases to make any appreciable contribution to the

support of the inner pressure. A cylinder 1 inch in internal diameter and

100 inches in outside diameter can support practically no more internal

pressure than one that is only ten inches OD, as long as the inner fiber-s

of the cylinder are not stressed beyond their elastic limit. To gain more
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support from the outer portions of a thick cylinder, it has been common

practice to stress the cylinder under internal pressure (auto-frettaging)

to the point where a substantial amount of plastic flow occurs in the

inner fibers. When the pressure is released the inner portion that has

been distorted will be under compressive load while the outer fibers will

remain under tension,

If it is desired to calculate the radial pressure within the cylinder

wall at any radius, this can be obtained from the expression, p = T 0/2r.

Influence of Outside Support and of Poisson's Ratio. If an

intermediate ring of material lies between the inner pressure vessel and

the outer ring, and if it is assumed that the outer ring is perfectly rigid,

one can calculate the ratio of the outward thrust at the outer surface of

the intermediate ring to the outward thrust at its inner surface as

T= = np, = 2n

Pi 1+ m+ n 2 (1-m) (8)

In this equation Poisson's ratio, m, for the intermediate material

becomes very important. At a given Poisson's ratio, the thrust ratio

increases as n increases above 1, goes through a maximum and then

drops toward fractional values. Table 3 shows the influence of the Pois,-

son's ratio on the magnitude of n required to give a thrust ratio of one,

and Fig. 2 represents the relation between n and T. when m = 0.2.
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Table 3

m n
0 1

0.1 1.1
0.2 1.5
0.3 2.0
0.4 2.3
0.5 3.0

'Figure 2

M=0. 2

1.0o

4. 1.
TR 1.1 1.01

1.2 1.02

0.9 1.3 1.02
1.4 1.01
1.5 1.00
1.7 .97
2.0 .91

0.8, 3.0 .71
1 1.5 2.0 2.5

n

Frequently, it is not sufficient to regard the outer retaining

shell as completely rigid. For convenience, define a spring constant

for this outer shell as k = po /2u where po is the pressure at the out-

side of the intermediate ring and the inside of the outer shell, and 2 u

is the deformation of the inside diameter of the outer shell. We can

then obtain an equation for the thrust ratio in the intermediate ring as

a function of the ratio of its radii, its Poisson ratio and its modulus of

elasticity. ii 2n. (9

P n 2 -I E + I+ m + n
2n ka
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Equation (9) indicates that in order to transmit as little as possible

of the thrust from the central vessel to the outer shell, it is important

that the Poisson ratio be low, that the modulus of elasticity of the inter-

mediate material be high and that the spring constant of the outer shell

be low. Again it should be emphasized that these conclusions are only

valid as long as elastic limits are not exceeded. It is possible, however,

that with an intermediate material which normally has a low tensile

strength and a low elastic limit, Equation(9) will be valid to much higher

stresses in the intermediate ring than would be calculated from conven-

tional strength data, due to the increase in strength of materials under

compressive loads. In other words, if the outer shell is sufficiently

strong and rigid to so support the intermediate material that it does not

fail in tension, Equation(9) maybe valid to high stresses. This point

will.be discussed further in connection with the experiments on soapstone.

Table 4

L T,

0 0.72
0.5 .66
1.0 .62
2. .54
5. .40

10. .28

Table 4, in which C = E/ka, illustrates the influence of the

modulus of elasticity of the intermediate material and the spring constant

of the shell on the thrust ratio. For the purpose of this table, n was

taken as 3 and m as 0. 2. Under these conditions, if the outer tube is



perfectly rigid the thrust ratio will be 0. 72. The value for this ratio is

not much influenced by E/ka until it becomes greater than 1.

Conditions When The Intermediate Material Cannot Sustain Any

Tensile Stress. Obviously, sand or other granular materials cannot

sustain any tensile stress, although they are capable of withstanding any

amount of compressive stress, as long as they can properly be supported.

When packed in the annulus between an outer and an inner cylinder and

loaded radially by expansion of the inner cylinder, the ends being con-

strained from movement, the first action will be for the grains to slide

over each other, where nonradial components of forces are sufficient to

overcome friction, and eventually find stable positions from which no

movement will occur until stresses become so great as to fracture grains.

Thus, if the internal pressure is first raised to the maximum to be

studied and then backed off to a low value, the second time that the pres-

sure is raised the granular mass should behave like an elastic solid.

This solid will have an elastic modulus and a Poisson ratio dependent

both upon the values for the massive solid and upon the grain shape, size

and packing characteristics. Certainly we can conclude that the modulus

of elasticity of the granular mass will be lower than that of the massive

material, but it is not so clear how Poisson's ratio will be influenced.

Prevention of longitudinal movement of the granular mass will

"cause some deviation from the basic Lame and Clapeyron equations and

this subject should be investigated carefully. A hasty estimation of such

deviations indicates that it will usually be less than 10%.
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Figure 3

It might be remarked here that the customary calculations of

stresses between rings shrunk together do not make allowance for the

longitudinal friction between these rings.

If we think of the granules as being spherical as in Fig. 3, it is

easy to see how there must be a lateral component of thrust when force

is applied to any granule. The magnitude of this lateral thrust must be

a function of the type of packing, the Poisson expansion and the coeficient

of friction between the grains. Assuming spheres of equal diameter and

with a specific packing geometry, some analytical conclusion on the

magnitude of the lateral thrust would be possible. If sizes, shapes, and

packing relationships are random as would be expected in a crushed

material, analytical effort would be unrewarding. At least we can con-

clude that, as long as movement does not occur during a measurement,

the lateral thrust must be proportional to the applied force.
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In the case of a cylinder of the granular mass held between an

outer retaining cylinder and an inner elastic cylinder through which the

force is applied, as in Fig. 1, the outward thrust at any radius must be

given by

To = 2pi r, + 2 at dr.
i
I

When the lateral thrust is proportional to the applied force,

at -T and
2r

To=r 2p, r +2 t drT0 - g -

Here g is a proportionality constant. Differentiating,

_t dr + - dat = at dr

which, when like terms are collected, integrates to

(l-g)Inr = -Inot + c. (10)

Introducing the boundary conditions that when r = r,, T. = 2pir, and

whenr= r , T = 2pr

(1-g) Inr- = n P(11)
r0  P,

orr

In r°
•' r,

Experimental studies of granular materials will be given later.

The Tensile Shell. Regardless of the means of distributing the

outward thrust from the inner vessel, it all must be held together by the
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outer tensile member, which in all cases must be thick in order to ,.upport

the very large loads. As illustrated above in Table 2, the effectiveness

of a thick-walled cylinder or sphere in supporting high internal pressures

is increased to a rapidly diminishing extent by increase in thickness.

In cases in which extensive plastic deformation can be permitted, the

stress distribution characteristic of elastic vessels can be changed to

one in which the fiber stresses are more uniform throughout the thickness

of the vessel and therefore added thickness is effective more nearly in

proportion to the thickness. Unfortunately, steels that can be deformed

to this extent must be relatively ductile and as a consequence do not

have a high tensile strength, while conversely the steels with very high

tensile strength are only slightly ductile. For most effective use of steel

it becomes necessary to stress artificially different layers of the outer

shell so that the resultant will be a vessel that can support a maximum

pressure. This pre-stressing may be done by wrapping square steel wire

or steel strap around a hardened core, tensioning it suitably as it is

wrapped, or by shrinking several shells together. The object is to put

the inner layers in compression and the outer layers in tension so that

when the vessel is elastically distorted by Internal pressure the whole

cross section will be approximately uniformally stressed.

If pressure is to be maintained for long periods within the vessel,

it is not desirable to stress any part of the shell beyond its elastic limit

because of the creep of metal at such stresses.
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Assume that the maximum stress to which any fiber may be sub-

jected is (a, )max. Equation (13) then gives the relationship between it the

mean stress throughout a ring and n.

2a2't ) max n'a

(ut)ave 1 (1 r7-) dr
(n1a 3a _n2

n +1
(at )max n2+.l. 2 (13)

It is evident that, for a high mean stress in the steel, n must be close to

1, which means that for a thick vessel the rings must be thin. Wire

winding would therefore be ideal if it were not for longitudinal weakness

and for mechanical difficulties in the winding process. Shrinking of shells

together is practical for vessels to support high internal pressure. To

illustrate the advantages of several shells, it was postulated that the

maximum tensile stress to which steel in a pressure vessel can be sub-

jected is 150, 000 lbs. per square inch. The outside diameter of the ves-

sel was taken as 3 inches and the ID as one half inch. Table 5 and Fig. 4

show the effect of increasing the number of rings from one to ten.

Table 5

Number
of rings n (at )ave

1 6 28,400 psi
2 2.45 74,000
3 1.82 98,100
4 1.56 111,500
5 1.43 120 000
7 1.29 129,000

10 1 20 136,000
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Figure 4

150,-000

N (at)ave.

100,000 1 28,400

2 74,000
3 98,100

a 4 111,500

500 5 120,000
50,'O00 7 129,000

10 136,000

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N = number of rings

In machining rings for assembly, it is convenient to calculate in

advance the dimensions of each ring. The inside and outside deformations

of any particular ring, f, in an assembly can be calculated by means of

Equations (14) and (15):

(Tt )ave nf"" a
u, = (aav .a[(l-m)(n 2 -l+ nN'" 1-n N-f+ 2 ) + (I+ m)

E (n2 -1)

i(n -f ÷3- n N -f + 2) (14)

(at)ave 2 a

U 0 2n1) I(1-m)(n 2 -1+nIf+' I-nf +2-)4 (1+ M)o E (n -I

(n N- f + I -n ' •) (15)

where u, and uO are the deformations of the inside and outside radii,

resp. and N is the total number of rings.
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In these equations the assumption is made that the rings are

shrunk onto a rigid, nr'n-yielding core. Of course, the pressure on this

rigid core will be

Pc = (at)ave (n-1)a (ot)ave (n-1).

Maximum pressures thus achievedcan be greater than 30, 000 atmospheres,

limited mainly by the creep of the inner steel ring under its high com-

pressive load.

Support of High Compressive Loads. Up to this point we have

been concerned only with the retention of high pressures inside of a ves-

sel. Nothing has been said about how the pressure has been generated

in this vessel nor what sort of closures may be used. Some considera-

tion should be given to the support of high compressive loads on pistons

or the like. If we subject a solid cylinder to compression in a testing

machine, at some compressive stress it will fail, usually by sheer.

Sometimes failure occurs by a tensile break along planes parallel with

the direction of loading producing "barrelling". The extensive work of

Bridgman has shown clearly that the compressive strength of all solids

is increased greatly by hydrostatic pressure. Instead of providing hydro-

static pressure around a piston, we might support it in a rigid tube so

that no lateral sheer can occur, Fig. 5. Provided that the surrounding

cylinder is perfectly rigid and has limitless strength, the piston can

support limitless load. This is merely another aspect of the support of

internal pressure by means of a ring of material adequately backed up
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Figure 5

on the outside. Under the above postulated conditions, the material of

which the piston is made is of little importance. Practically, neither a

perfectly rigid tube nor one that can support limitless pressure is pos-

sible, and the material of the piston is of great importance.

To gain knowledge of the lateral pressure that one should expect

from a piston loaded in compression and supported by a perfectly rigid

tube, an analysis was made which led to an infinite series that converges

to the simple expression in Equation (16)

P I= p. (16)

shortening = -2-(1 - 2m (17)E T- In

where P is the lateral pressure and p* is the pressure applied to the

ends of the piston. Frictionless support was postulated, and of course
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constancy of Poisson's ratio. Table 6 shows the influence of m on both

shortening and lateral pressure.

Table 6

In Shortening p
0.5 0.0 1.0 p.
0.4 .467 p./E .67
0.3 .743 " .43 "

0.2 .900 " .25 "

0.15 .947 " .18 "

0.1 .978 " .11 "

A similar analysis of the more realistic situation in which a pis-

ton is supported by an elastic tube, which may have been shrunk on with

a given shrink interference i leads to Equation (18) which, when i = 0

and k is indefinitely large, reduces to (16).

p B

Ad = .- me - i (1-e) + (18)
E 1-m 2 (1-e)2

where B = P- me(1-e) [m +m (1-e)]+ ime(1-e) 4 im e(1-e) 2

E

d is the diameter, taken as 1, e = E/k+ E and i is the shrink interference

on the diameter. The spring constant, k, has the same meaning as

formerly. E is the modulus of elasticity of the piston material. The

lateral pressure, P, is obtained from P= kAd.

Spring Constant of a Tube, when pressure is applied to the inside

only, is found from Eq. (3) and k = pi /Adj. Table 7 shows the way k

changes with thickness of the walls of the tube when it is made of steel

with E = 30 x 10' psi and when it is made of Carboloy with E= 95 x 100
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psi. Poisson's ratio for steel is 0. 25 and for this grade of Carboloy is

0. 17. The inside diameter of the tube was taken as 0. 25 inch for these

calculations.

Table 7

n kstee1 kcarbo.

1.1 1.12 x 107 psi 0.36 x 101 psi
"1.2 2.07
1.4 3.61 " 1.17-x 108 psi
1.7 5.25 " ---
2.0 6.25 " 2.06 "
3.0 8.0 " ---
4.0 8.7 " 2.92 "

6.0 9.2 " ---
o0 9.6 " 3.25 "

It will be seen from this table that the spring constant increases

relatively little when the outside diameter increases beyond twice the

inside diameter. In other words, the rigidity of the tube to inside pres-

sure becomes independent of the wall thickness at small values of n.

There is, then, no virtue in supporting the piston with a ring many times

its diameter unless there are other factors than k that contribute to the

support.

Since rigidity of the support is obviously desirable, a composite

of an inner tube of Carboloy shrunk onto the piston and a ring of steel

shrunk onto the Carboloy was investigated. It was found that

k= (n2 "I)E -

2a n' (1 + m) + 1 - n- k(19)G

whreG (n' -1)

Swhere G= )E + k [In' (1-m) + 1 + ml.
2an
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In these expressions n, m and E take the values for Carboloy while k.

is the spring constant of the steel ring surrounding the Carboloy tube.

A numerical example in which the Carboloy tube is 1/2 inch OD

and 1/4 inch ID and is surrounded by a steel ring 3 inches OD shows that

k = 28.4 x 10' psi whereas with no steel at all k = 20.6 x 107 psi. Any large

advantage due to the steel band cannot be attributed to increased stiffness.

There is doubtless great value in putting the piston under initial

high lateral compression so that great end pressure can be supported before

lateral expansion can occur of sufficient magnitude to cause fracturing

of the piston. At present it is not known how fracturing will influence

the lateral pressure developed, but it seems unlikely that it will reduce

it. Doubtless, fracturing will be most apt to occur at the ends where

support may not be as uniform as in the center and where failure will be

least desirable.

Mr. Claire Coleman is investigating the relationship of lateral

support of piston materials, by rings of steel shrunk onto them, and the

occurrence of fracturing on end loading. It seems probable that for any

given piston material there is a shrink interference and a spring constant

of the surrounding ring that will prevent fracture at any pressure short

of one producing plastic distortion or failure of the ring.

EXPERIMENTS WITH A HOLLOW SOAPSTONE CYLINDER LOADED

INTERNALLY.

A cylinder of soapstone three inches OD, 0. 822 inches ID and
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12 inches long was turned from a solid block of "Lava" obtained from the

American Lava Company. Their description of this particular grade is

that it is a hydrated aluminum silicate. Our own measurements on small

specimens show that it is not entirely isotropic, the compressive strength

varying from 4200 psi to 5400 psi when measured in different directions

in the block. This cylinder of soapstone was fitted into a steel cylinder

3 inches ID with a 1/4 inch wall thickness and assembled in the apparatus

of Figure 6. A more detailed description of the apparatus will be found

under Experiments with Granular Material. Two SR-4 strain gauges,

located on opposite sides of the steel cylinder and half-way between the

ends, were used to measure the outward thrust of the soapstone against

the steel cylinder. In the first run the internal pressure was raised in

steps of 1000 lbs. per square inch to 8, 000 psi at which pressure the

copper tubing failed. A second cycle in which the pressure was raised

in the same steps to 6,000 psi and then backed off again gave a decided

hysteresis loop, as did both of the runs of Dec. 30 in which 7000 psi was

reached.

After replacing the copper tube with stainless steel, the data of

Feb. 4 were taken, reaching a maximum pressure of 10,000 psi. Table

8 gives the results of these tests. The data of Feb. 4 are plotted in Fig.

7. The strains indicated are averages of the two measured at diametrically

opposite points. The two strain gauges differ substantially in their

readings, probably indicating anisotropic behavior of the soapstone
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cylinder. The figures show good duplication of results inspite of hyster-

esis. All calculations were made on data taken with increasing pressure.

On disassembling the apparatus, the soapstone cylinder was found

cracked longitudinally into two approximately equal halves. We have no

knowledge of when this crack occurred since there was neither sound nor

a break in any of the curves to indicate it.

Table 9

Ave. Thrust
Strain

pA in Steel Steel Inside TR

1000 11.5 in. 186 822 0.23
2000 26.5 " 429 1640 .26
3000 48 777 2470 .32
4000 72 1165 3300 .35
5000 107 1730 4100 .42
6000 141 2285 4900 .47
7000 172 2780 5800 .48
8000 232 3760 6600 .57
9000 282 4560 7400 .62

10000 325 5260 8200 .64

Table 9 gives an analysis of the outward thrust against the steel

cylinder, the thrust inside of the soapstone cylinder and the ratio between

these thrusts for the run of Feb. 4. The last column shows clearly that

the transmission of thrust by the soapstone to the steel cylinder increases

almost three-fold between 1000 and 10, 000 lbs. per square inch internal

pressure. Nevertheless, it is rather remarkable that such a soft and weak

* material as soapstone with a compressive strength of only 5000 psi and
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a tensile strength undoubtedly much below this figure withstood the out-

ward thrust a.. successfully as it did. Were it behaving in a purely colum-

nar fashion the thrust ratio would be 1. It is interesting to speculate how

the soapstone has so effectively resisted the internal thrust when it was

cracked into two pieces.

Equation (9) gives the behavior to be expected from an elastic body.

Substitutingn = 3.65, m = 0.2, E = 2.6 x 106, andk= 1.67 x 106 into

this equation one obtains a thrust ratio of 0. 40. Obviously the soapstone

cylinder is not acting as an elastic body, but it is interesting to note that

the calculated thrust ratio lies about in the center of the range observed.

The values for E and m were obtained from measurements on specimens,

cut from the same block of soapstone, stressed in compression. The

steady increase in the thrust ratio with internal pressure probably indicates

yielding in the inner layers of stone. If this is so, it is remarkable that,

on restressing, the same behavior is again observed. It may be that at

the higher pressures the inner layers of soapstone yield by shearing without

failure, and one release of the pressure reverse shearing occurs. The steady

increase in thrust ratio with internal pressure would then be attributed to

the occurrence of shearing, perhaps at relatively constant shearing stress,

outward from the hole to longer and longer radii. The mathematical

treatment of such a mechanism would be relatively simple but has not been

undertaken here due to the split in the cylinder and the doubtful value of

any analysis. If this is what is occurring, it seems strange that so little
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residual stress remains on dropping the internal pressure to zero.

Conclusions would have been safer had we been able to go to

internal pressures several times as high as the maximum attained. Never-

theless, it is instructive to note that even such a soft material as soap-

stone can support large pressures without transmitting them in any way

resembling hydrostatic distribution, as has been surmised by some.

Data to be presented in a later report will show that even under 300, 000

psi soapstone, when confined, transmits pressure as an elastic solid

and is just as far from behaving like a fluid as in the experiments above.

EXPERIMENTS WITH GRANULAR MATERIALS

As pointed out earlier, a confined solid can support unlimited

pressure as long as the container does not yield. It is, however, possible

that the solid transmitting the pressure may fragment. We had postulated

that in the case of brittle solids like soapstone there would be a zone

near the center that would fail by shear, the failure extending as a frag-

mented zone outward to a distance dependent upon the total internal pres-

sure and the shearing strength of the solid cylinder. Attempts were made

to use plaster-of-Paris by casting it into the apparatus of Fig. 6 since

it is well known to fail without much plastic flow. The extensive trials

with plaster did not yield sufficiently consistent results to report here.

It was for this reason that we resorted to soapstone which is so dense as

not to crush due to internal collapse of the pores. Unfortunately, the

ability of suapstone to shear under confinement prevented us from
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observing the phenomenon that we still believe would occur with a brittle

material under sufficiently large internal pressure.

Since a fragmented solid would possess no tensile strength, its

behavior as a pressure transmitting medium must be different from that

of a continuous solid, and it has been postulated by some that a powder

will, at sufficiently high pressures, transmit stress hydrostatically. It

became important to examine granular material under load. A wide

variety of kinds was studied in the hope of finding some relation bet-ween

behavior under load and other properties.

The apparatus used was the same as that employed with soapstone

* and plaster. The granular material was packed densely in the annulus

surrounding the rubber tube of Fig. 6. A perforated metal tube inside

the rubber prevented its collapse during the packing. Pressure was ap-

plied by means of water from a pump capable of 10, 000 psi. The thrust

transmitted to the shell was measured by SR-4 strain gauges as previously.

End movement of the top and bottom plugs was prevented by

placing the apparatus in a compression testing machine, placing 3 - 1 1/4

inch diamter steel rods of the same length as the apparatus as stops

between the platens of the machine and applying 30, 000 pounds load to the

rods. Thus any movement of the plugs would involve springing the test-

ing machine. It was so arranged that up to 5000 lbs. was applied directly

to the plugs. The rigidity of this set-up proved entirely adequate. Maxi-

mum observed change in length was 0. 0015". The steel shell was supported
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by small blocks until pressure was applied, after which it showed no

tendency to slip down.

The method of running a test was as follows. The bottom end

plug containing the rubber tube was mounted in the steel cylinder. The

granular material was then packed between the cylinder and the rubber

tube. Several methods of packing the granular material were attempted.

The one that seemed most satisfactory and that was used in most of the

tests was to pour the material in place with the cylinder mounted on a

small jolting table of the type used in foundries for making small sand

molds. The table rises and falls vertically while simultaneously being

vibrated in a horizontal plane. After filling the cylinder to the proper

level the inner top plug was installed. The pressure seal which prevents

the fluid from leaking between the steel and the rubber tube can be seen

in the figure. A rubber stopper was ground round and a hole drilled

through its center. A small steel bolt with a hole drilled through its

longitudinal axis was inserted through the stopper. By tightening a nut

placed on the bolt the rubber stopper was forced to expand forcing the

rubber tube against the steel. The upper cap was then bolted in place

using a rubber O ring for a seal.

After the apparatus was situated in the machine and the end load

applied, the SR-4 strain gauges were connected to the indicator and an

initial reading for each gauge was obtained. As internal pressure was

applied, strain gauge readings were taken at various intervals as the
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pressure was increased. After reaching the peak pressure, readings were

taken as the pressure decreased to obtain hysteresis effects.

One of the important measurements needed for the analysis of

test results was the inside diameter of the granular cylinder (soft rubber

in this situation behaves hydrostatically). One possible way of obtaining

this that appeared plausible was to carefully disassemble the apparatus

after the test and measure the diameter of the wall taking advantage of

the material's packing properties. This proved to be unsuccessful for

most of the materials used since there was not sufficient packing to pro-

vide a well defined inner surface. Several other methods were attempted

with about the same success. The method which proved quite successful

was to place a radioactive cobalt source on one side of the cylinder and a

photographic plate on the other. The pressure was maintained at the

desired value while the exposure was made. See Fig. 8. This is essentially

the same technique as industrialX-ray equipment uses except in this case

the gamma rays have a higher energy than X-rays. With proper exposures

it was possible to obtain well defined lines indicating the inner wall of

the granular cylinder. Figure 9 is a reproduction of a typical picture.

This was made with a 1 1/2 curie cobalt 60 source and an exposure of 45

minutes. Upon close examination the steel perforated tube, the rubber

tube, the granular cylinder, and the steel cylinder are all evident. It is

obvious from Fig. 8 that the hole diameter shown on the photographic

plate is larger than the actual hole and has to be corrected for geometry.
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Figure 9

This correction factor is simply the ratio of the distance from the

source to the center of the hole divided by the distance from the source

to the film. A calibration picture made by placing a steel rod of known

diameter in the same geometrical position as the hole proved the cor-

rection to be accurate. Tests of this type were made with some of the

granular materials and with cylinders of different sizes. It now appears

unfortunate that this technique was not developed earlier.

Ottawa Sand. The first material tested was 20-30 mesh Ottawa

sand. This is a silica sand with nearly spherical particles about 750

microns in diameter. As the pressure was increased with this sand in
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the apparatus, audible cracking was heard beginning at about 3000 psi

and continuing for the duration of the test. Upon disassembly, the inner

wall of the sand was sufficiently packed to obtain a fair reading of the

inside diameter with a Tee type inside micrometer. Samples of sand

were taken near the inner and outer walls and at two intermediate radial

positions. These were viewed under a stereo microscope. It was

observed that the sand near the inner wall was crushed badly, there

remaining very few whole particles. The average particle size was a-

bout 75 microns or one tenth the original size. The sand taken from a

position about 1/4 inch from the inner wall showed the same results with

even fewer whole particles. The samples taken further from the center

all showed more unbroken particles and less crushing (i. e.. larger

fragments) than the inner samples.

The sand tests were made using a steel cylinder 12 inches. long,

with 3 inch inside diameter and a 0. 255 inch wall. Two rubber tubes

were used in the sand tests with outside diameters of 0. 90 inches and

0. 81 inches. The steel cylinder had two strain gauges placed at the

center and one at each end about 1 inch from the end plug to determine

differences due to end effects. It was found that the end effect was not

significant. Figure 10 is the graph of the internal pressure and the strain

gauge readings. The hysteresis effect as checked by one of the center

gauges is also shown.

Figure 11 shows the same type of plot starting with new sand and
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repeating the test six times, omitting observations on hysteresis. It

is noted that the first four tests showed excellent agreement and that the

last two tests while somewhat different from the first four agree well

with each other. Failure of the rubber tube prevented further checking

of this difference in results.

Glass Beads. Glass beads produced by The Minnesota Mining

and Manufacturing Company for pavement marking were obtained in two

sizes and tested. The larger beads were almost perfect spheres 65 to

75 microns in diameter. Observation with a stereo microscope after

testing showed that many beads had shattered into fragments about one

tenth their original size. The smaller beads were spherical with a dia-

meter of 3 to 6 microns and showed very little crushing from the pres-

sure. Figure 12 shows the results of tests made with the glass beads.

It may be noted that there is more variation with consecutive tests on

coarse beads than with the fine beads. This is probably due to crushing

the former.

Alumina. Test results from a test using 8 - 14 mesh white

alumina abrasive are shown in Figure 13. This test was made using a

5 inch ID steel cylinder with a 1/4 inch wall. The rubber tube had an

initial OD of 1 1/4 inches. After testing, the alumina was well packed on

the inner wall and the diameter was 1.62 inches. Samples were examined

under a microscope and it was observed that most particles were broken

with no apparent difference due to the location in the cylinder.
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Further tests on alumina were made using 120 mesh brown

alumina abrasive in the 3 inch cylinder. Three consective tests were

made with excellent agreement. The results are shown in Figure 14.

We do not believe that chemical compositions of the aluminas is respon-

sible for the observed differences. Probably the explanation is due to

particle size.

Silicon Carbide. Tests were made with 120 mesh silicon carbide

using both the 3 inch and the 5 inch cylinders with various sized rubber

tubes. In general the results show that the pressure vs. strain plot is a

straight line, and that the results are consistently the same once the

material has been packed. In most of the tests the two gauges on opposite

sides of the vessel did not give identical results although they each showed

straight line relationships. This is likely due to the rubber tube not

being exactly concentric with the steel cylinder. The average of the two

gauge readings has been used in plotting the curves. Examination with

a microscope showed that none of the particles were fractured.

Fig. 15 is a graph of the results of two consecutive runs, with

the hysteresis effect clearly shown. It should be noted that once the

pressure is attained it must be lowered to less than 100 psi before the

hysteresis loop is closed.

Figure 16 shows the average results of a number of tests with

the 3 inch and the 5 inch cylinders and with different sized rubber tubes.
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Zirconia. The most extensive data obtained in this series of

experiments was with 14 F fused zirconia (run of mill with all coarser

than 14 mesh screened out). Tests were made with cylinders having in-

side diameters of 1 1/2 inches, 2 inches, 3 inches, and 5 inches. Rub-

ber tubes0. 85 inches and 1.25 inches OD were used with each steel

cylinder. The pressure vs. strain curves are shown in Figures 17 and

18. A hysteresis test was made with one cylinder as follows. The

pressure was increased from 0 to 6000 psi obtaining strain readings as

the pressure was increased. The pressure was then decreased to 1000

psi and the strain reading showed a, higher value than that previously

obtained at 1000 psi. The pressure was then increased again and the

strain reading did not change until the pressure reached the value which

corresponded to this strain in the initial increase in pressure. Further

increases in pressure resulted in strain readings duplicatirng those first

obtained. The data obtained from these tests, including the inside dia-

meter as measured by the gamma-graphs, are tabulated in Table 10.

The diameters are tabulated at 4000 psi. The pressure was first in-

creased to 6000 psi and then lowered to this value since it was easier

to maintain. It is interesting to note that pictures made at 6000 psi and

then at 4000 psi showed no detectable change in diameter.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The materials which showed a straight line relationship between

pressure and strain were those which showed no fracture when examined
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with a microscope. This straight line seems to indicate elastic behavior.

This elastic behavior would suggest that the conventional Lame --

Clapeyron equations for the distribution of stress in a thick walled cylind-

er could be applied to these materials. There is, however, one impor-

tant detail that must be considered. These equations predict a tensile

stress at the inner wall for high internal pressures, which is impossible.

Nevertheless, it was thought to be instructive to carry out the computa-

tions for stresses in an elastic cylinder with the dimensions, internal

and external pressures recorded in Column 5, Table 10, using Equation

(2). For this equation, p, = 4000 psi, a = 0. 67" and n = 1. 502/0. 67

= 2. 24. The external pressure, po, was calculated by applying the same

equation to the steel shell and finding the internal pressure necessary

to strain the outside fibers 412 microinches per inch, viz., 2150 psi.

Substituting these values into the equation gives at = - 1685 + 1035/r 2 ,

from which the values plotted in Fig. 19 were obtained. It will be seen

from this figure that all but a small portion of an elastic body would be

under compression. A calculation of total outward thrust from that por-

tion of the curve under the zero stress axis leads to only a small error.

The outward thrust at the center = 1. 34 x 4000 = 5360 lbs. while

at the steel wall it is 3. 004 x 2150 = 6460 lbs., giving a thrust ratio of

1. 205. If the granular zirconia were acting as pure columns the ratio

would be 1, if it distributed pressure hydrostatically the ratio would be

2.24. It is evident from the data that the zirconia is behaving much more
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like columns than like a liquid.

Calculation of the value of Poisson's ratio from a thrust ratio of

1. 205 by Equation (8) gives a value of m = 0. 57. This seems much too

high. Using the more refined Equation (9) leads to an absurd value above

3. Spurious results for a powder using Equation (9) should be expected

since the powder can have no tensile stress and, therefore, at any given

pressure the granules will so adjust to each other, after the case has

expanded, as though the case were perfectly rigid.

Calculation of g in Equation (12) gave 0.22, a not unrealistic

value.

The results of experiments on granular materials have, for

convenience, been grouped into two parts. In Tables 11 and 12 are found

the tests run prior to development of the gamma-graph method of measur-

ing the internal diameters of the powders. Derived quantities from these

data will be in doubt because of the uncertainty in the estimation of the

ID. Tables 10 and 13 include all data in which ID's were measured by

gamma-graphs. The first 8 columns of Tables 10 and 13 report tests

on zirconia, the 9th on silicon carbide.

It will be observed that the thrust ratio never sinks below one

as it would with an elastic solid. On the other hand, while it increases

with n it never approaches that number in magnitude. The ratio of

tangential to radial stress, g, averages 0.24 for the data of Table

13. This is what would be expected from a homogeneous solid with a
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Table 13

Column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

n 1.24 1.62 1.60 2.20 2.24 2.64 3.82 4.06 2.94

P0 psi 3400 2910 2790 2100 2150 2040 1530 1290 1860

TR 1.06 1.18 1.12 1.18 1.20 1.35 1.46 1.31 1.37

g .24 .34 .24 .18 .22 .30 .24 .20 .28

Poisson ratio of 0. 2, according to Equation (16), which indicates that

granular solids are very good for containing high pressures.

The fact that the thrust ratio, T9, increases with crushing of

the granules can probably be attributed to enlargement of the central

hole, though this point will bear further investigation. The data at hand

do not make it possible to determine with any certainty the effect of

crushed grain vs. well sized or rounded grain. On the other hand, the

crushed and unsized zirconia grain shows about the same g as the

sized silicon carbide and silica which may indicate that lateral pressure

is little influenced by size, shape or packing characteristics. This

will be a rather far reaching conclusion if it can be established.

We have no explanation for the wide divergence of the 5th and

6th runs on Ottawa sand from the first four in Fig. 11. From Equation

(10) at can be obtained for column 5, of Tables 10 and 13 as ln at = 0.772

In 0. 67/r + 2. 96, which is plotted also on Figure 19. We feel that this

curve is much more realistic than that calculated from elastic theory.
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The curve for lateral force vs. radius is almost certain to take this

form.

CONCLUSIONS

Elastic theory can be very useful in gaining some insight into

stresses that may be encountered in vessels designed for extreme pres-

sures. It provides a point of departure for closer approximations that,

for the most part, are not subject to exact analysis.

Ultimately high pressures must be retained by tensile members,

the design of which can be satisfactorily accomplished for simple cases

through elastic theory.

Even weak materials are useful in high pressure design since

there is no indication that they will distribute stresses hydrostatically,

even when extensively fragmented. Powders support loads much more

nearly in a columnar fashion than hydrostatically.
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